
Stable Beam

And we have rings: Edoardo and Gary are starting to revive Chris’s ring finding
algorithm to inspect our data while tracking will become available
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LHCb RICH system upgrade

Quality assurance and commissioning 

LHCb is a general-purpose experiment 
optimized for the detection of c- and  
b-hadrons 


The RICH detectors are able to identify 
charged hadrons in the final state using 
Cherenkov radiation 


The emitted photons are focused by a 
system of reflecting mirrors into a photo-
detector plane made of MaPMTs 


PID is performed using a log-likelihood 
algorithm. A ‘photon object’ is created for 
each combination of a track and photon 
within spatial constraints 

Commissioning of the upgraded  
RICH system at the LHCb experiment

23rd International Workshop on Radiation Imaging Detectors (iWoRiD 2022), 26-30 June 2022


Shinichi Okamura, sokamura@cern.ch
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The upgraded photon detection chain

Figure 67: Picture of RICH1 columns while being inserted into their support structure, the lower
MaPMT chassis. The rails and alignment structures are visible on the left side. The chassis
is mounted to the soft-iron magnetic shielding that surrounds the MaPMT region. The push
connector for the copper carried services is visible as well in the left-most column.

are subsequently sealed with a panel made from a sheet of high-permeability metal to2479

recover lost shielding performance. Simulations show that after these modifications the2480

shielding still provides su�cient reduction of the magnetic field for the operation of the2481

MaPMTs.2482

7.3 RICH2 and its new photon detector planes2483

RICH2 is located downstream the dipole magnet, covering an angular acceptance of ±15 -2484

120mrad in the horizontal direction and ±100mrad in the vertical direction, It extends2485

between 9500 and 11832mm along the z-axis. The photon detector planes are located on2486

the LHCb detector sides. RICH2 provides ⇡/K separation between 15 and 45 GeV at 5�,2487

and proton identification up to approximately 100 GeV, the lower limit being dictated by2488

the limited geometrical acceptance that is designed to cover the high momentum range.2489

The superstructure with the large entry and exit windows, the two magnetic shields located2490

on the each side and the optical system (mirrors and their supports) inside the enclosure2491

and the quartz windows are retained without any modification [1]. These components2492

demonstrated indeed to sustain the harsher LHCb upgrade running conditions from both2493

the operational and radiation tolerance point of views.2494

The main upgrade on the RICH2 concerns the installation of the new photon detectors2495

planes. The integration of the new photon detection chain and its services in RICH22496

requires a new mechanical structure to host the photon detector planes. The structure2497

holding the columns is made of aluminium profiles, allowing to place up to fourteen RICH22498
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RICH1 new mechanics and optics
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The LHCb RICH detector upgrade: improvements and expected performance

Upgrade: mechanics and optics

• Peak occupancy should remain < 30 % 
to maintain PID performance 


• Focal plane and spherical mirror moved 
back to 

 
increase ring size 


• New spherical mirrors with larger radius 
of curvature  

• Larger gas enclosure


• Compact photo-detection system required 
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Figure 65: Left: Side view CAD layout of the RICH1 gas enclosure. Right: photo of the RICH1
gas enclosure after its installation in the LHCb cavern.

beryllium beam pipe) using a 1 mm thick opaque moulded silicone diaphragm40, as used2393

in the original RICH1 [1]. The deflection of the window due to the gas enclosure pressure2394

di↵erential is approximately ±0.8mm. All removable aperture covers (VELO seal, exit2395

window, quartz window and side doors) are sealed with 4.55.8mm diameter EPDM41
2396

O-rings. The gas enclosure is supported by the lower magnetic shield from mounts that2397

allow its alignment to the nominal beam line. Unloaded with optical components but2398

including the quartz windows, described below, the overall weight of the gas enclosure is2399

approximately 1130 kg.2400

Square apertures above and below the beamline allow Cherenkov light to reach the2401

MaPMTs, located behind. The apertures are sealed with polished fused silica windows42,2402

8mm thick, of dimensions 655⇥475mm2. The windows are each fabricated from three2403

equal-size panes, glued together along one edge and then glued into a supplementary2404

frame. The six quartz panes were individually deposited with an anti-reflective coating in2405

the CERN Optics Lab with approximately a quarter wavelength of MgF2, which provides2406

a gain at 270 nm of around 3.5%. The transmission has been measured on witness samples2407

over the range of interest of 270 nm to 500 nm to be better than 95%.2408

40Dow Corning Sylgard 186, with 5% black pigment added.
41Ethylene Propylene Diene Monomer (M-class) rubber
42Spectrosil 2000, Heraeus Quarzglas GmbH & Co, Quartzstrasse 8, 63450 Hanau, Germany.
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Figure 72: (left) Average quantum e�ciency of the MaPMTs used at RICH and (right) a typical
PID performance of the kaon identification obtained from the LHCb software for the configuration
described in the text (red). A corresponding curve for the Run 2 conditions (prepared using
the simulation with the current LHCb geometry and Run 2 luminosity as reported in Ref. [?]) is
shown for a reference (black).
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Figure 73: Average detected occupancy per channel for di↵erent MaPMTs in the (left) RICH1
and (right) RICH2 detector. The values are obtained using the LHCb simulation.

8 Calorimeters2714

To cope with the new LHCb readout scheme, the electronics and readout of the electromag-2715

netic and hadronic calorimeters have been entirely redesigned and replaced. Moreover, two2716

sub-detectors of the previous calorimeter system, namely the Scintillating Pad Detector2717

(SPD) and the PreShower (PS) [113], have been removed, given their reduced role in the2718

new LHCb all-software trigger.2719

The layout of both the electromagnetic (ECAL) and hadronic calorimer (HCAL)2720

100

Peak occupancy (fraction of detected photons 
over the total number of channels) should 
remain < 30 % to maintain PID performance [3] 

New spherical mirrors with larger radius of 
curvature to increase ring size 

Focal plane and spherical mirror moved back 
to accommodate longer radius of curvature 

Larger gas enclosure  

Compact photo-detection system 

Cherenkov RingsRICH1 Photodetector PlaneElementary CellsGas Enclosure

(a) (b)

Figure 55: Schematic view of the (a) RICH1 and (b) RICH2 detectors. RICH1 covers an
angular acceptance of ±25 � 300mrad in the magnet bending plane and ±250mrad in the
vertical direction, while it extends between 990 and 2165mm along the z-axis. The photon
detector planes are located above and below the beam pipe, where the residual magnetic field is
minimal. RICH2 is located downstream the dipole magnet, covering an angular acceptance of
±15 � 120 mrad in the magnet bending plane and ±100 mrad in the vertical direction, while it
extends between 9500 and 11832 mm along the z-axis. The photon detector planes are located
on the sides.

have been replaced with multi-anode photomultiplier tubes (MaPMTs) equipped with2082

new FE electronics. The upgraded photon detection modules are described in Section 7.1.2083

One of the key parameters driving the performance of the RICH system is the e�ciency2084

of the pattern recognition algorithm, optimal for detected occupancies not exceeding2085

30% as determined from experience in Run 1 and Run 2 operations.35 With the five-fold2086

increase in the instantaneous luminosity, a redesign of the RICH1 optics was necessary to2087

reduce the peak occupancy, as described in Sec. 7.2. The optical system and mechanical2088

35The occupancy is defined as the number of fired channels over the total number of channels in a given
region at 40MHz readout rate.
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Figure 70: Typical output of the DAC scans procedure. On the left, the calibration of a single
CLARO channel with o↵set bit enabled and no attenuation is shown. The charge corresponding
to a threshold DAC code (th) is determined by the linear relation Q = Q0 + Qth · th. On the
right, the distribution of the charges corresponding to one threshold step (Qth) for a RICH2
column is shown. The linearity of the threshold setting as a function of the injected charge is
found to be excellent for all attenuation and o↵set values.
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Figure 71: Left: distribution of RICH2 thresholds of the CLARO comparator converted in
absolute charge (black). The mean and standard deviations of the distribution are 207.58 ± 0.16
ke and 39.64 ± 0.10 ke. The threshold settings can be compared to the pixel gains at 900 V
(red), 950 V (green) and 1000 V (blue) as determined from PDQA. Right: RICH1 simulated
photon detector hit time distribution showing the signal (S) peak and possible time gate in the
front-end electronics.

pulse height spectrum, are also used to estimate the single photon peak position for each2624

channel, allowing to implement the monitoring of gain variations with MaPMT ageing.2625

7.5.1 Time alignment2626

The prompt Cherenkov radiation and focusing mirror optics lead to the nearly simultaneous2627

time-of-arrival (ToA) to the detection plane of photons from a track in the RICH detector.2628

This unique feature allows the application of a time gate at the FE electronics to exclude2629

out-of-time background from the output data whilst accepting the photon signal with2630
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Upgrade phase: 

Five-fold increase in instantaneous 
luminosity up to 

Read out data at a rate of 40 MHz. 


Challenges:

Significant increase of the detector 
occupancy 

Larger radiation dose 


RICH detectors have been upgraded with a 
redesigned opto-electronic chain and 
new photon detectors

2 × 1033 cm−2 s−1

All the new components have been tested individually following a precise quality 
assurance protocol [5]


The detector assembly took place at CERN, where the assembled detectors were 
commissioned in the lab, before their integration in the LHCb environment. 


RICH1 and RICH2 fully installed: commissioning activities well advanced and 
progressing in parallel with machine schedule 


Time alignment calibration is ongoing at the moment


Figure 56: Left: the MaPMTs selected for the upgraded RICH detectors with the 2-inches
R13743 on the left and the 1-inch R13742 on the right. Right: scheme of the internal structure
of the Hamamatsu MaPMT.
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Figure 57: Left: typical signal amplitude spectra for a pixel as a function of the HV value. Right:
QE curves for a batch of R13742 MaPMTs from the production: the ultra bi-alkali photocathode
allows to reach excellent QE values.

collaboration and quality assured to verify requested technical specifications, among which2129

a gain larger than 106 and a dark-count rate less than < 2.5 kHz/cm2. A full set of quality2130

assurance (Q&A) tests were implemented to qualify the whole MaPMTs production. Two2131

of the typical Q&A parameter scans are shown in Fig. 57.2132

A full module composed of 12 MaPMTs was installed inside RICH2 and operated2133

during the last year of data taking before LS2. During such test a signal-induced noise2134

(SIN), delayed with respect to the incoming photon, was observed in the outer pixels of the2135

R13742 units. The SIN has been thoroughly studied and characterised due to the possible2136

pile-up e↵ects in the high occupancy region of RICH1 [105]. It was demonstrated that2137

SIN can be mitigated by lowering the operational HV while maintaining a good detection2138

e�ciency. Furthermore Hamamatsu designed and produced a sub-set of new MaPMTs to2139

limit the occurrence of such e↵ect. A total of 200 SIN-mitigated units were delivered and2140

quality assured, and finally installed in the high occupancy region of RICH1.2141
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Time gate of a few nanoseconds can be 
applied to collect all the signal while rejecting 
out-of-time background [4]


The time gate can applied using the FPGA on 
the front-end digital board 


Programmable FPGA logic samples the 
CLARO signals  at 320 Mbit/s 


Possibility to detect specific signal patterns 
and apply a time gate of 3.125 or 6.25 ns 

MaPMT: Hamamatsu Multi-anode PMT, 8x8 pixels 
featuring super-bialkali photocathode with high quantum 
efficiency (QE)


CLARO ASIC: 8 channel amplifier-discriminator designed 
with 0.35 μm CMOS and radiation-hard technologies and 
recovery time better than 25 ns 


Xilinx FPGA: provides the interface between the CLARO 
ASIC and the optical links


GBT: GigaBit Transreceiver for data transmission 

Shinichi Okamura (LHCb Collaboration, Ferrara)SIF 2021
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Upgrade: PMT and electronics

Hamamatsu Multi-anode Photo-Multiplier Tubes 
(MaPMT), 8x8 pixels  featuring super-bialkali 
photocathode with high quantum efficiency (QE)


• Gain 10⁶ (1 kV) 


• Low dark count rate (< 1 kHz) 


• Good signal-noise separation (single photon spectrum)

7

• CLARO ASIC: 8 channel amplifier-discriminator 
designed with 0.35 µm CMOS and radiation-hard 
technologies and recovery time better than 25 ns


• FPGA-based readout 


• GBT: GigaBit Transreceiver for data transmission

Front-End Electronics diagram  CLARO Chip tested in Ferrara

Photomultiplier Tubes Electronics

LHCB-TDR-014

Improvement in PID performance


Resolution RICH 1 
2015

RICH 1 
upgrade

RICH 2 
2015

RICH 2 
upgrade

Chromatic 0.84 0.58 0.48 0.31

Pixel 0.60 0.44 0.19 0.19

Emission 
Point 0.76 0.37 0.27 0.27

Overall 1.60 0.78 0.65 0.45

Improvements by a factor 2 in Cherenkov 
angle resolution of RICH1

Stable Beam

Coarse time aliment procedure is now a routine operation: first light observed in
RICH1 in the first 10 min of the fill!
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Stable Beam

Coarse time aliment procedure is now a routine operation: first light observed in
RICH1 in the first 10 min of the fill!
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